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same good as HG. Honestly, so far, I enjoy the whole idea of the game and would love to see it developed further, but there are
far too many bugs, almost to the point of being unplayable. I constantly crash after certain points in game as well. On the bright
side, there is a dedicated developer who listens and responds well to it's players. Assuming that he continues to build on to this
game, I will come back once these game-breaking bugs get fixed. For now, it needs much improving. Unfortunately, until the
game is at least playable, I would not recommend this game.. its way too easy to beat this game. repetitive.. 100\200\250 -
зомби тупые, но их много, на первом уровне надо экономить патроны, так как оружие слабенькое, после апгрейда
косишь их на расслабоне.
. Solid tun based strategy played on a hex grid. It's had a lot of continued support post launch and the dev is active on the
forums.. This feels like a step backward from the original Train Valley. Yes, I know this is Early Access - but my main
issues are just with fundamental design decisions. This isn't about rough edges or level of polish. Now I'm not going to refund or
anything, but I just find this game tedious and confusing in ways that it totally doesn't have to be. They should have focused
more on train management and less on fiddly numbers. For train management/puzzle enthusiasts, I'd just go with Mashinky at
this point.

Essentially, you build train lines to various locations to meet goals and earn money. From what I see, there is currently enough
content to merit the asking price. So, one goal may be to get refined wood boards. Okay so you need to push trains to the forest
to get the raw wood, and then to the refinery to make boards. The odd thing is that you also need to pump trains into the refinery
to actually act as workers. I have a hard time wrapping my head around why it was designed like this, but okay. I also don't like
how more than one worker can be on a train. For whatever reason, I just find this design model overly confusing, and I think it's
because it is illogical. At the end of the day, I just don't find it fun.

Pros:
+There is a good amount of content and polish already

Cons:
-I find the whole worker management part fiddly and tedious
-I *hate* time goals and this is the majority of the goals for each level; it's weak sauce and uncreative
-I don't feel like the rules follow much logic, which would have been so simple to do
-The artwork and whole production feels like it was designed for mobile
-I wish you could just play with the mouse, but you really need the keyboard to pause quickly

Eh, I'd just as soon pass on this one. If you 100%'d the first one, then you will probably have a good time with this one.. The
amount of content in this DLC is pretty good and the addition of more awesome units like elephants and elite troops really
makes the game alot funner. The new game modes are really nice addition especially the new campaign. The naval aspects have
also been fleshed out. However, there are still a number of bugs with the ships and missions which I'm hoping get fixed in later
updates. Overall, the expanded map and campaign modes make it worth the while.
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Repetetive and uninventive.. Great game idea, but very poor execution... If you want to feel like you have achieved something
by completing the first level then this game is for you.. great for a run of the old times. Interesting and pretty good game where
you have to use imagination and be creative for passing some levels... The soundtrack is also pretty good.. This game only costs
1$??? This is freaking awesome! Best inversion ever!!!. It was good, but not as good as others have played from Artifex Mundi.
Had some problems with the way they do audio and had to remove some kernel sound modules because it was causing confusion
for them. The game seemed a little shorter than the others. This is the first one of the series played so can't comment on them. It
was more like playing a movie with a little interaction. Not as many HOG or puzzles as some of the other games from them
have played. Also much easier to solve. First time never had to to resort to youtube to solve one. Not bad, but not real good
either.
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